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Abstract- This is a time where usage of technology keeps 
growing. Along with a growth of using technology, so as it needs 
to increase the using hardware and server. It consumes more 
energy than past. As a solution virtual environment can be used 
to ease the usage and less hardware, server and energy consume.  
More than one Virtual Machine (VM) in a host can be run at 
once but virtual traffic between two VMs will never go out of the 
host. Therefore, this network traffic will never meet a physical 
firewall and also when data comes from outer networks must be 
filtered before they enter the related VMs. In case of that a 
Virtual Firewall (VF) must be deployed. When a network traffic 
generated it causes VF to slow it’s mechanism down as well as 
the hypervisor’s performance. To solve it, quantum mechanism 
approach will be used and will be given a solution to improve the 
VF performance as well as hypervisor performance. 
 
Index Terms- Virtual Firewall; Virtual machine; Hypervisor; 
Hypervisor performance; Quantum hypervisor; Quantum Virtual 
machines. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
iterary firewall is a wall that stands against a fire and 
preventing the fire from spreading. In terms of computing / 

networking security a firewall is software or a hardware which 
monitors the network traffic. Here is the common simple 
definition of what firewall is “A firewall is a network security 
device that grants or rejects network access to traffic flows 
between an untrusted zone and a trusted zone.” Example for the 
trusted network is a private or corporate network and example for 
untrusted network is the internet. The firewall acts as the only 
gate or the open space for other networks and as all the 
communication will flow through it and it is where traffic is 
granted rejected access. A firewall has set of rules and 
regulations. Those rules and regulations are the things which are 
deciding whether the particular packet going to be going through 
the firewall to the other network or not. When a large scaled 
network needs to be protected, normally the firewall software 
will run in a specific hardware device which do nothing other 
than act as a firewall. There are mainly two types of firewalls. 
Software based firewalls which are often run as additional 
programs or software on computers and hardware based firewalls 
which run on a dedicated computer. Often the hardware based 
firewall is better in performance than the software based firewall. 
Behavior of a firewall is depicted in Figure1. 
 
 
 

(https://simple.wikipedia.org/wiki/Firewall_(networking)#/media
/File:Gateway_firewall.svg) 
 
        
 
       A virtual firewall (VF) is a service which provides the 
virtual machine user to filter and monitor packets and manage the 
network traffic in their virtual machines (VMs). When a virtual 
firewall is deployed it only can be executed and operated from a 
virtual machine. A VF operates in a virtual area network (VAN) 
which is connected to virtual machines (VMs). A virtual firewall 
includes Stand-alone software integrated OS kernel component. 
A virtual firewall operates in two different modes. Those are 
indicated as follow: 

 Bridge Mode; 
 Hypervisor Mode. 

 
       Bridge mode is like a typical firewall. This mode monitors 
and diagnoses all incoming and outgoing traffic bound for other 
virtual machines and other virtual networks. 
Hypervisor mode is isolated from the actual network. It resides in 
the core hypervisor kernel and monitors the virtual host 
machine's incoming and outgoing traffic. Behavior of VF is 
shown in the below figure 2. 
 

 
Figure 2: Virtual Firewall 
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Figure 1: Firewall 
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(http://www.cisco.com/en/US/docs/ios/12_3t/12_3t14/feature/gui
de/gtIPSctm.html) 
 
       In virtual firewall the main issue that have found is the 
network traffic. In many virtual networks when many virtual 
machines are connected the network traffic is going to a very 
high and sometimes because of that network traffic very 
important operations are delayed. This network traffic is 
occurred because of the virtual firewall. In virtual firewalls the 
mechanism they have used is the bitwise operations. That means 
the set of instructions or rules given by the virtual firewall is 
executed using bit wise operators. (Bitwise operators are stated 
below). In bitwise operations the virtual firewall is taking one bit 
by one bit and check if that meets requirements which are stated 
in the rules or not. If they are OK the virtual firewall will give 
authentications to the bit to go through, if not it will discard the 
bit. Because of this bitwise checking the time taking to decide 
whether the bit is ok to go through the firewall or not is 
increasing. Bitwise operator usage is shown in following figure 
3. 
 
 
 
 
 
(http://www.circuitsgallery.com/2012/07/data-types-operators-
and-operations-in.html) 
 
 
       For this matter proposed system will be seeking a solution 
by using quantum computing. In our solution typical virtual 
firewall is running in a conceptual virtual environment called 
quViCE in typical quantum computer. quViCE is a conceptual 
solution implemented by our research team by collaborating 
quantum theory and bitwise operations together. All the current 
existing virtual firewall technologies are based on bitwise 
operations. The solution that is suggested is based on quantum 
theorem. The descriptive explanation of our suggested quViCE 
concept is depicted under “Our approaches” heading. 
       In this research paper first chapter is about introduction to 
the research. In second chapter “Background and related work” 
states all the literature review that has been done. In third chapter 
“Our Approaches” have depicted a clear explanation about the 
solution which has been suggested. Fourth chapter is about 
conclusion. In fifth chapter “Future Works” have depicted the 
things that have to be implemented in the future. In sixth and 
seventh chapters, the acknowledgements and references 
respectively have stated. 
 

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORKS 
       The research is discussing and getting in to an approach for 
creating an intrusion detection system in the core of the cloud 
computing by using hypervisor metrics. They gathered 
hypervisor metrics like packets transmitted/received, block 
device read/write requests, and CPU utilization from the virtual 
machine performance. In the paper they have proved that 
suspicious activities can be monitored by detailed manner 

without a vast knowledge of the operating system of the virtual 
machine. In their new suggested Hypervisor-based Cloud 
Intrusion Detection System no additional software has to install 
to the virtual machine in order to detect the intrusion [1]. 
       The research paper is suggesting a Virtual Machine 
Contracts (VMCs). It is a platform independent method of 
automating the management and communication. In this paper 
they describe how VMCs expressed through Open Virtual 
Machine Format (OVF) standard. In this paper they also have 
used usecases and argued with the points that they have found in 
the related researches. Such as “Is it an essential step towards 
automated control and management of virtual machines” [2]. 
       Quantum computing is a combination of computer science 
and quantum mechanics. Using computer science algorithms, 
computational models and quantum non-determinism, 
entanglement, superposition theories, building a new model of a 
computer to speed up the mathematical computations is the main 
goal of quantum computing. They refer Gate Model is the best 
model for a Quantum computer Virtual Machine because of its 
easy implementation, simple representation and well documented 
advantages. In Quantum computing Qubit is the term that used 
instead of a Bit in a normal computer. There are 2 basic states in 
bits but for a Qubit it’ll be 22 =4 number of states for 2 Qubit 
representations. If there are N Qubits there will be 2N basic 
states. Using this technologies and QRAM hybrid model with 
Classical instructions inspired from Intel x86 assembly and 
theoretically possible to build a Quantum Virtual Machine [3]. 
       This research proposes a new theory named as Generic 
Quantum Algorithm (GQA) based on quantum computing 
theories such as Qubits, superposition of states. One Qubit can be 
defined with a pair of complex numbers of α and β. After a series 
of calculations it is possible to calculate the state of a system 
which has any number of Qubits. To check the performance of 
the GQA, knapsack problem which is a combinatorial 
optimization problem can be used. Three conventional GA 
methods are used to experiment with – knapsack problem. They 
are penalty functions, algorithm based on repair methods and 
algorithms based on decoders. For all these tests they have used a 
Pentium-III 500MMHz running Visual C++ 6.0. After all these 
cases GQA yielded superior results as compared with CGA. 
Even thou knapsack problem was used to discuss the 
performance of GQA, it showed up based results over CGA 
which proves effectiveness and the applicability of GQA [4]. 
       Virtualization is revolutionizing how information technology 
resources and services are used and managed and has led to an 
explosive growth in the cloud computing industry, illustrated by 
Google’s Cloud Platform and Amazon’s Elastic Cloud. It brings 
unique security problems such as virtual traffic, denial of service 
and intrusion, resulting in penetration of virtual machines, which 
is disastrous for the enterprise, the user and the cloud provider. 
For avoid these problems it is possible to use hardware firewall 
solutions, but it should also be a virtual methods. This paper 
proposes a virtual firewall which allows managing the network 
security of the virtual infrastructure per-virtual machine basis, 
defining network traffic rules, and hardening the security of the 
virtual environment. In this research they have implement a Tree-
Rule firewall technique, which filters packets in a tree-like way 
based on their attributes such as IP address and protocols. As 
advantages the virtual firewall will provide power to control the 

Figure 3: Bitwise Operators 
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bandwidth utilization of each virtual machine in the 
infrastructure, preventing overutilization and denial of service to 
critical applications. This makes the virtual security very easy 
[5]. 
       The Pseudo-Telepathy is an extraordinary way to 
demonstrate the power of quantum computing. This power relies 
in the destructive interference used to completely delete the 
probability of unwanted answers for the considered problems. 
The author has introduced quantum Pseudo-Telepathy as a 
property of certain games which allows winning strategies only 
for players capable of using quantum information. The research 
has described briefly, what are the basic notions of quantum 
computing like Qubits and superposition. The research paper has 
claimed a formal definition of Pseudo-Telepathy in terms of a 
game before presenting the analyzed game. Finally in the 
conclusion, the author has stated that there is no real telepathy in 
quantum computing and it is only a smart combination of 
quantum gates applied in a way to produce destructive 
interference and delete unsuccessful answers that realizes the 
telepathy [6]. 
       In this research has compared three different architectures, 
namely, trapped, ion architecture quantum computing using 
superconducting Qubits and Quantum computing Nitrogen 
vacancy center in Diamond with various factors as temperature 
requirements, coherence time of superposition states, fidelity, 
error correction, power dissipation and noise. Also the research 
team has given a brief introduction to quantum mechanics and 
examines quantum computing possibilities using above 
architectures [7].  
       Firewalls are designed to provide access control. Optimizing 
firewall policies are crucial of improving networking 
performance. The key technical challenge is that firewall policies 
cannot be shared across domains because a firewall policy 
contains confidential information and even security holes, which 
can be exploited by attackers. Here this project proposed a traffic 
aware top-N firewall approximation algorithm as solutions for 
increasing number of classification rules and for amount of 
traffic and network line speed.  
       The project has discussed about the issues such as cost 
increasing due to poor management, firewall policy with 
unnecessary rules that results in excessive complexity, overly 
permissive access, unnecessary risk and performance 
degradation. As the objectives improve the security among the 
third party users and policy owners like virtual traffic policies 
and provide an optimization framework to above challenges [8]. 
       A good virtual firewall security has been enforced for 
obstruction and filtering the unwanted requests coming back 
from the purchasers before the request approaches the virtual 
machine. In this research they have research about how the 
virtual firewalls can be used to ensure the security of a cloud. 
They are tracking the security of the system when someone 
request high level knowledge from the cloud they are checking 
the payment fulfillments of that particular requester. They will 
use and access the data’s from the cloud server. The MAC 
address, science address associated system data are going to be 
blogged [9]. 
       The trend towards portable computing means that the 
traditional security perimeter architecture (Where a firewall 
protects computers in the LAN by controlling access to the 

outside world) is rapidly becoming obsolete. This has resulted in 
a number of products described as “personal firewalls” that 
control that computer’s access to the network and hence can 
protect it in the same way as a traditional firewall. Existing 
systems such as Windows and most UNIX and UNIX-like 
systems already provide security features that can be used to 
implement firewall functionality on every machine. However, the 
difficulty of securing general-purpose operating systems has 
impeded the widespread use of this approach [10]. 
       The increased rate of virtual appliances, and more use of 
private/public cloud, is driving security controls such as firewalls 
from physical to virtual form factors. This research document 
discusses the competitive landscape of virtual firewall providers. 
Following Methodologies have been used, Host Agent Method, 
Virtual Switch Method, Hypervisor-Based Controls Method and 
Non-Hypervisor Based Controls Method [11].  
       Computer and network security are challenging topics 
among executives and managers of computer corporations. 
Internet security is the practice of protecting and preserving 
private resources and information on the Internet. Even 
discussing security policies may seem to create a potential 
liability. As a result, enterprise management teams are often not 
aware of the many advances and innovations in Internet and 
intranet security technology. Without this knowledge, 
corporations are not able to take full advantage of the benefits 
and capabilities of the network [12]. 
 

III. OUR APPROACH 
       In present world Classical Computers are devices that with 
the use Transistor, process information in the form of sequences 
a various combination of 0s and 1s known as Computer Binary 
Language. Transistor is type of a Switch. It can be turn on or turn 
off. Turn on can be described like Binary 1 and Turn off can be 
described like Binary 0. Classical Computer’s processing power 
depend on the number of Transistors used. All information are 
represented using Binary. Furthermore, all calculations are done 
using Binary.  
In 1980 Russian German Mathematician, Yuri Manin who is first 
proposed the idea about the Quantum Computing. Quantum 
computing is the area of study focused on developing computer 
technology based on the principles of quantum theory. Quantum 
Computing is future and researchable technology. Quantum 
computers are different from digital electronic computers 
(Classical Computers) based on transistors. Quantum 
computation uses quantum bits (qubits), which can be 
in superposition of states to perform operations. Qubit is the 
basic unit of information in a quantum computer. It is 
represented both 1 and 0 at a same time (Figure 4). 
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(https://www.google.com/search?q=quantum+bits&source=lnms
&tbm=isch&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwj4-
JG7hK7LAhXRcI4KHZfsDDAQ_AUICSgD&biw=1366&bih=6
57#tbm=isch&q=qubits&imgrc=37g9iEtmXN70iM%3A) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
         In present world, virtual firewalls the mechanism they have 
used is the bitwise operations. That means the set of instructions 
or rules given by the virtual firewall is executed using bit wise 
operators. Therefore, it is caused to major issue of the VF which 
is the heavy network traffic between the VM and WAN.  
         The research will be supposed quViCE (Quantum Virtual 
Computing Environment) as the solution for this issue (figure 5). 
It will be build a Virtual Environment in a Quantum Computer to 
deploy VM and VF. It will use Hypervisor Mode also. quViCE is 
a kind of Conceptual Virtual Environment to deploy VM. Qubit 
is a kind of bit runs in Quantum Computer. VF is runs in this 
Environment. All operations and information are handled using 
the Qubits. Therefore network traffic can be reduced because of 
the Qubits.  
         There is kind of a hardware component called quC 
(Quantum Converter). It will be used for convert to bits into 
quBits and quBits into bits. Outside the quantum computer, Data 
communication is done using normal bits because tradition data 
communication methods are more accuracy than quantum data 
communication. Therefore all input data are bits. Since all out 
data are qubit the proposed VF based on virtual environment 
cannot be processed using regular bits. It can be only processed 
by qubits. Therefore all inputs data should be converted to the 
qubits. This proposed concept will be used tradition data 

communication methods. Therefore all output data should be 
converted to bits. The proposed quC component has two 

individual hardware component called INquC (input quantum 
converter) and OUTquC (Output quantum converter). INquC will 
be converted all input data bits into qubits and OUTquC will be 
converted all output data qubits into bits. When using two 
individual hardware components to the conversion process, 
system will be more accurate and it will cause to reduced 
network traffic. 
         Tradition VF is using bitwise comparison method to check 
each data packet matching with the firewall rules. It is more time 
consuming process. If there is a two bits data packet, there are 
four kind of bits pattern. 00 01 10 and 11. Therefore VF should 
process four time comparison method simultaneously. It is more 
time consuming and less efficient and less accurate process. 
When proposed concept uses Qubit mechanism because of 
superposition concept one bit can have two states at once. 
Number of states can be calculated using 2n equation. Once 
regular processor starts processing it takes one bit pattern for one 
calculation but in quantum processing all the bit patterns will be 
taken to the process at once. That will be speed up the quantum 
processing more than regular processing. Therefore it will cause 
to speed up the VF filtering process using quantum processor 
saving more time than a regular process usage and will give 
accurate results as well.  
 

IV. CONCLUSION 
         Using quantum computing technology the proposed system 
is introducing a method to reduce the network traffic on a VF. 
Introducing a new device to convert Qubits to ordinary bits it can 
do the regular communication with the World Wide Web and 
other networks without reducing the VF performance and 
generating network traffic on the VF. Via QuC device incoming 
bit stream will converted to a Qubit stream. Converted Qubit 
stream will be passed through the Quantum VF that speeds up 
the packet scanning process without generating network traffic. 
 

V. FUTURE WORK 
         Quantum computing is a new platform and still on the 
research area. D-Wave systems produced the word first quantum 
computer that extends both computer science and quantum 
mechanism. Therefore it might take a little time for people to get 
to know much about quantum computation and used to use 
quantum computers as well. 
         Since that Qubit architecture used in this research is still 
not widely known technology as the bit technology. New system 
had to introduce a module named as QuC to convert bits coming 
from outer networks to the inner quantum VF as well as convert 
Qubits in to bits that going out of the quantum environment. This 
QuC module is still a conceptual module that needs to be 
produced in future before quantum computers start to use within 
civilization. 
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